Mil-Vet Professional Divers LLC
13429 County Road 457
Newberry, MI 49868
(906) 290-4055
(24-hour Emergency Calls)
Benefits of Using Surface Supplied Commercial Tank Divers Rather than Draining To Clean
1. Absolutely, NO down time! Service continues as usual with no disruption to your customer’s
water supply or community fire protection.
2. Structural integrity remains constant; eliminating the risk of stress fracturing that results from
draining.
3. There is no reduction in plant manpower, as all operations are conducted by qualified and
trained dive team personnel.
4. NO OSHA CONFINED SPACE Permitting is required when Surface Supplied Divers are used.
5. NO additional record keeping is required. Plant is relieved of any liability & plant personnel are
never placed in any tank entry danger.
6. Day Night or Weekend Scheduling is open to the plants requirements and availability.
7. Plant has no financial burden of equipment or storage issues. Our team provides the necessary
equipment and it is removed when the process is complete.
8. Re-start burden is eliminated; No shock required, no brushing residue, No damage repairs from
scaffold, ladders or blasting equipment normally used, no contaminated water transferred into
service lines, again- no down time whatsoever.
9. If your tanks are below grade, the risk of condensation-carrying mold increases exponentially
while these tanks are empty; this mold will always find its way into service lines when tanks are
drained.
10. All procedures are audio and video documented for each client’s records and documentation of
possible future repairs that may be needed. These methods can only be carried out by trained
SSA Commercial Divers. Never allow divers on unapproved recreational equipment to enter your
tanks. AWWA protective measures require equipment and materials to be used that cannot be
safely operated on SCUBA.
In Conclusion
The benefits gained and risk eliminated by using Surface Supplied Air (SSA) Commercial divers over
those using SCUBA or draining your tanks are immeasurable.
1. SSA vs. SCUBA – SSA Divers are carded and documented “legally” insured and monitored
professionals. SCUBA is a recreational Diving mode that not only endangers the diver but it also
risks contamination of your system when a diver becomes trapped and / or dies. Contaminants
will enter your system and send hazardous water to your customers.
2. SSA Tank Divers follow a strict AWWA sanitation protocol. Their gear is used only in tanks and
nowhere else. SCUBA (recreational)equipment carries contaminants that will enter and further
pollute your water system and you and your end user will be paying them to do it.
3. SSA Divers provide real time video and audio audits, continued surface to diver communication,
accurate (not perceived, incomplete) reports on the actual condition of your tanks interior, long
term cost reduction, the ability to plan projects efficiently, and without costly water waste.
4. Ask for the required SSA Certifications and ensure SSA is being used. Don’t risk financial loss or
contamination by using any other method. Call us today for a complete evaluation.
Mil-Vet Professional Divers LLC is a service disabled veteran-owned small business; we train and
employ only US Military Veterans and their families. We ask you to consider that every dime you
invest in your project with our team is reinvested right back into your community rather than
elsewhere.

